Status Transportation Helps Increase Driver Satisfaction to Keep Them More Productive

By supporting Owner Operators with dispatch support and other services, Status Transportation actively helps professional drivers focus on the road and revenue

ORLANDO, Fla. (PRWEB) November 20, 2018 -- Status Transportation Corp., a leading ground freight and cargo services company for Owner Operators, continues to grow as a result of embracing the evolution of commercial transportation from within while aiming to influence the industry as a whole.

Ownership, responsibility, and accountability are personal traits that can make great Owner Operators, but they can always be better with the help of a trusted partner that is ready to respond to driver needs—and that’s the core offering that Status Transportation provides.

Over almost a decade since it was established, Status Transportation has experienced a major transformation driven by Founder John L. Statkus, who applied his own experience and knowledge as Owner Operator to shape its offerings.

For years Statkus wondered why freight companies weren’t making life simpler for Owner Operators, which would allow them to make the most out of the driving hour limits—all while reducing stress and effort.

All along, the goal for Status Transportation has been to create a work environment where an Owner Operator can focus on the road—literally—without having to worry about anything other than the road itself.

Owner Operators get bogged down by tasks such as the valuation of the load, complex route planning and other taxing duties that shave off time from their drive time—which is federally regulated and limited to 11 hours in a 24-hour period.

“Owner Operators get a personalized approach where they are assigned a permanent personal dispatcher, who builds a relationship based on trust,” stated Statkus. “Status Transportation dispatchers become a partner to the driver and together they form a team.”

Employing a crew of dispatchers, Status Transportation provides a “command center” for Owner Operators that makes their hard life simpler for them, allowing them to focus on driving and delivering the load.

Much like pilots depend on a flight plan and air traffic controllers to prepare for a flight, Owner Operators need the support of dispatchers who take into account all factors that can increase the effectiveness and efficiency of their drive.

Experience and technology are the binding glue between every team of Owner Operators and dispatchers, allowing them to track routes and tasks electronically, including the monitoring of inspections and the expiration of medical checkups and driver licenses.

“The less they have to worry about, the more they can focus on generating revenue,” added Statkus. “At Status Transportation, it’s all about going the extra mile for our Owner Operators.”
It should be noted that Status Transportation’s support includes quarterly inspections, which often help save thousands of dollars in preventive services for Owner Operators who can often discover potential threats before they become a more costly issue on the road.

About Status Transportation

Status Transportation Corp. is a Florida-based trucking company that provides support for Owner Operator truck drivers, managing all aspects of freight dispatch and operations management. The company works to generate business for Owner Operators, ensuring a constant stream of business and revenue opportunities. Status Transportation has been operating since 2009 with offices in Orlando, FL, and Atlanta, GA.

For more information about Status Transportation, its services and career opportunities, please visit www.statustrucks.com.
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